1. Introduction and historical remarks. In the beginning of the theory of quasiconformal mappings in the plane, Grötzsch considered the problem of finding a mapping which is o'as conformal as possible" among all mappings from one rectangle onto another one with fixed given side-correspondence [G] . The solution is the affi.ne mapping, and we call i,t an extremal mapping. Furthermore, it is the only mapping with this property, wherefore it is called uniquely extremal. We scarcely need point out how important it is in Teichmiiller theory that this mapping is not only extremal but also uniquely extremal.
In space one can certainly pose the analogous problem. But now the question of how to measure the "distance" from a quasiconformal mapping to the class of conformal mappings becomes more of an issue. Whereas in the plane, the ratio of major to minor axes of the infinitesimal ellipses which are mapped on circles provides a widely accepted standard, in higher dimensions several "dilatations" have been used, which reflect in various ways the values of the intermediate axes of the infinitesimal ellipsoids. Initially the above mentioned "linear" dilatation was still in use, and E. Zimmermann attacked the rectangular box problem with respect to this dilatation in his papers in 1955 and 1959 for the case of three dimensions, lZr, Zr7. He succeeded in proving the unique extremality of the affine mapping ln 1975, L. Ahlfors introduced a new dilatation which is due to C. Earle [Ah] . As Ahlfors noted, a crucial test for this "logarithmic" dilatation is whether the affine mapping is extremal for the rectangular box problem. In 1980 the first author showed that in three-space the answer is affirmative provided that the dilatation is small [AgJ. In the present paper we make two advances. First, extremality is retained by the affine mapping (with small dilatation) in any dimension. Second, the affine mapping is in addition uniquely extremal (under the same proviso). The questions raised are substantial: many of the methods used are precise, yet the nonextremality is not exhibited for any affine mapping. We begin with a review of the definitions of the various dilatations, a precise statement of the problems to be considered, and an application. The proofs of the main results occupy the central Sections 3, 4, 5, anLd we conclude with some remarks on the limitations of the method.
It is well to note that for A:diag(l, 1, ...,1) (,r,>l), we have Ko:1,-1, I Kt=),, Kt:Å, Kr:T(12{"-rlt"*1n-l\),-21"), and the normalizing constant c, in n Ks is chosen (nl(n-l)) so that KE is also ,1. Thus when n:2, all are equal to 1, except for K, which is ()'+U)")12.
We further recall some of the most basic inequalities: (2.1) Mg)lKo=M(r*)= &M(r), alKt < fi* = Krd, tn which ,l' is a path family, M the modulus, c the radian measure of an angle between two smooth curves, and M(f*), a* the corresponding quantities after transformation by l([G-V], [Agr] ).
For a quasiconformal mappingf and given dilatation K,the differential matrix f '(u) belongs to GL (n, R) for a.e, u, and the eigenvalues ,tf for X[f '(u) 
44. O(x)=O(y) whenever x(Eaff and x=y. We also have bt€i: I"i a,f@r,fr)d.u1 (all fri, all i).
Integrating over {fi1: u€C"} (a set of (n-l)-volum" Ua), we find .b, ),iei-är,: I"^0,1 hence by the modulus inequality and Hölder's inequality,
or, as points in 1f,*,
Ln/n-L = I".6,,r"-,rrr'r.
By A3 we see |tn-LEEnff, and by A4 and (3.0):
Now let qz(u) be a representative of f '(u). We have assumed e2€8. By A3 we know and
From (3.1), Jensen's inequality, and (3.2), we infer iD (1 r " -11
hence in summary iD (Ar, -r1 = "i? åyn This already makes f '(r) a.e. diagonal with the possible exception of the last column, which column is of course associated to ).,, the smallest of the l.'s. Now the inverse of such a matrix has exactly the same form. Yet in the reversed Teichmiiller problem, /. is replaced by )"-r, and the "smallest" will now be U)tassociated to the first column. In other words, lf'@)1-r:(f-r) '(w) Thus we have the formulae (w-l-a, a-Mui:
I n -1 -1... 
